
Abstract

A numerical model for generating solar radiation maps to be used for the evaluation of
different power generation strategies is proposed. The solar radiation model is imple-
mented taking into account the terrain surface with the use of 2-D adaptive meshes of
triangles, which are made using a refinement/derefinement procedure in accordance
with the variations of terrain surface, orography and albedo. The chosen methodology
defines the terrain characteristics with a minimum number ofpoints so that computa-
tional cost for a given accuracy is reduced. As we will use themodel to find the ideal
location to get the maximum power generation, taking into account the effect of shad-
ows for each time step is needed. The solar radiation is first computed for clear-sky
conditions, considering the different components of radiation, that is, beam, diffuse
and reflected radiations. The real-sky radiation is computed daily starting from the
results of clear-sky radiation, in terms of the clear-sky index. The maps of clear-sky
index are obtained from a spatial interpolation of observational data that are available
for each day at several points of the zone under consideration. Finally, the solar radi-
ation maps of a month are calculated from the daily results. One of the aims of this
model is the analysis of the generation possibilities from both, photovoltaic and solar
thermal power and the suitability of different locations inGran Canaria Island (Canary
Islands - Spain).

Keywords: solar radiation, clear sky, real-sky, shadows, adaptive meshes, solar power,
solar photovoltaics, solar thermal.

1 Introduction

Renewable energies are showing a growing importance as timegoes by. The oil short-
age and the climate change caused by the global warming have caused a high increase
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in the development of the different renewable energies technologies. Between them,
solar power has become very important during the last years due to the support of the
authorities and to the advances obtained through the research in this field. Part of this
research is the development of many numerical models of solar radiation.

There are three groups of factors that determines the interaction of solar radiation
with the earth’s atmosphere and surface (see e.g. [1, 2]):

1. The Earth’s geometry, revolution and rotation (declination, latitude, solar hour
angle)

2. Terrain (elevation, albedo, surface inclination and orientation, shadows)
3. Atmospheric attenuation (scattering, absorption) by gases, particles and clouds

Considering the three factors of atmospheric attenuation in the model, it will produce
real-sky radiation values. If we omit the cloud attenuation, clear-sky (cloudless) radi-
ation values will be obtained.

Two main groups of spatial models for solar radiation can be found. On one hand
there are those models based on the study of data obtained from satellite observations
(see e.g., [3]), and, on the other, those based on astrophysical, atmosphere physical
and geometrical considerations. Among that latter group, we highlight the works of
Šúri and Hofierka [1, 2] regarding a GIS-based solar radiation model.

The main purpose of this paper is the calculation of solar radiation on the terrain [4].
Solar radiation research is important not only in meteorology but also in forestry,
agronomy, geography, medicine and, of course, power generation. For solar collectors,
the application of our model is straightforward. It can determinate the terrain-induced
shading on collectors, although currently it is not oriented to radiation computation on
them. We should use the altimetry for shadow modelling and a fixed orientation and
inclination of the collectors in order to calculate the solar radiation.

In this work we propose some improvements to the models ofŠúri and Hofierka [1,
2] and Montero et al. [4]. The accurate definition of the terrain surface and the
produced shadows are studied using an adaptive mesh of triangles. Niewienda et
al. [5] propose calculating the GSC (geometrical shading coefficient), the proportion
of shaded area of an arbitrarily oriented surface surrounded by shading elements, as a
function of time and location. Zakšek et al. [6] propose a solar radiation model based
on defining incidence angle by computing normal-to-the-surface tangent plane and
direction of the Sun. Since they use a regular grid in their computations, the compu-
tational cost of this approach is higher than others using anadaptive discretization.

Other methods [7, 8] do not consider a solid surface and, thus, need a high density
of sample points in order to obtain accurate results. In contrast, [4] use a mesh repre-
senting a solid surface that actually casts shadows and so itis not as sensitive as the
former to the density of sample points. Mesh refinement/derefinement techniques that
have been widely used in other scientific problems [9, 10, 11,12] have been applied.
Specifically, this model includes the implementation of the4-T Rivara’s refinement
algorithm [13] and derefinement algorithm [14], developed by [10].

In short, our adaptive model allows the refinement of the results of a GIS-based
model that would have a high computational cost in accurate local area simulations.
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In addition, this model may be connected to a GIS tool as a local solver.

Solar power generation is one of the most important challenges nowadays for en-
gineers. Its contribution to the next future energy scenario is fundamental. The es-
timation of the actual possibilities of solar power generation in a given place, starts
from the accurate knowing of the available radiation. Having this in mind, we have
carried out some improvements in the model [4]. To calculatethe radiation values
for real sky conditions, a typical metheorological year (TMY) for each available mea-
surement stations has been developed following the method used in [15]. The obtained
results allow us to estimate the amount of the expected electric power generation, for
any day at any place in the island.

2 Terrain surface mesh and detection of shadows

In [4], an adaptive procedure of mesh refinement/derefinement has been carried out
using two different derefinement parameters in order to takeinto account both, orog-
raphy and albedo. Nested meshes have been used to transfer information along an
evolution process (for example, shadow and radiation) frommesh to mesh, when the
mesh changes from one step to another (for example, mesh adaption).

To make the mesh generation, the first step consists in the determination of nodes
allocated on the terrain surface. Their distribution must be adapted to the orographic
and albedo characteristics in order to minimize the number of required nodes for a
given accuracy. A sequence of nested meshesΓ = {τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τm} is builded
from a regular triangulationτ1 of the rectangular region under study, such that the level
τj is obtained by a global refinement of the previous levelτj−1 with the 4-T Rivara’s
algorithm [13]. Each triangle of levelτj−1 is divided into four subtriangles. The
number of levelsm of the sequence is determined by the degree of discretization of
the terrain, so we can ensure that this regular mesh is able tocapture all the orographic
and albedo information by an interpolation of the heights and albedo in the nodes of
the mesh.

The next step consists of defining a new sequenceΓ ′ = {τ1 < τ ′
2 < . . . <

τ ′
m′}, m′ ≤ m, by applying the derefinement algorithm [10, 14]. By means oftwo

derefinement parameters,εh andεa, we can determine the accuracy of the approxima-
tion to terrain surface and albedo. The absolute differencebetween the height obtained
in any point of the meshτ ′

m′ and the corresponding exact height will be lower thanεh.

The accurate estimation of the solar radiation on a terrain surface needs to take into
account the projected shadows. One triangle will be shadowed when, looking at the
mesh from the sun, we can find another triangle that totally orpartially covers the
former. To carry out this analysis, we construct a referencesystemx′, y′ andz′, with
z′ in the direction of the beam radiation (see Figure 1), and themesh is projected on
the planex′y′.

The sun position with respect to a horizontal surface is given by two coordinates,
the solar altitudeh0 and the solar azimuthA0 (see Figure 1), which are calculated as,
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Figure 1: Reference systems and Euler angles

sin h0 = cos ϕ cos δ cos T + sin ϕ sin δ (1)

cos A′
0 =

sin ϕ cos δ cos T − cos ϕ sin δ

sin h0

(2)

if sin T > 0, A0 = −A′
0

if sin T ≤ 0, A0 = A′
0

T is the hour angle (rad) obtained from equation (5),ϕ the latitude in radians andδ
the sun declination in radians obtained according to [16],

sin δ = 0.3978 sin [j′ − 1.4 + 0.0355 sin(j′ − 0.0489)] (3)

with j′ being the day angle represented in radians as follows,

j′ =
2πj

365.25
(4)

Herej is the day number which varies from 1 on January 1st to 365 on December
31st. The hour angleT (rad) is calculated from the local solar timet expressed in
decimal hours on the 24 hour clock as

T =
π

12
(t − 12) (5)
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For each triangle two angles are computed, the azimuthAN (angle between the
horizontal normal projection and East), andγN (angle between the normal to the tri-
angle and the horizontal plane). The solar incidence angleδexp is then computed for
each triangle [17, 18].

Thus, we have assumed a constant irradiance on all the pointsof a given triangle.
Once this is done, the intersection between triangles is checked. This analysis involves
a high computational cost. To diminish this cost we have considered four warning
points for each triangle.

We assign a different level of lighting or shade to each triangle of the mesh de-
pending on the number of warning points that lie inside othertriangles. Specifically,
a triangle∆ will have an associated lighting factor,

Lf =
4 − i

4
(6)

with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 being the number of warning points inside other triangles that are
in front of ∆. Clearly,Lf is a quantity between0 and1. This factor is used below in
the estimation of beam and diffuse irradiances.

3 Solar radiation modelling

Starting from the work of̌Súri and Hofierka [1, 2], we have proposed both the use of
adaptive meshes for surface discretization and a new methodfor detecting the shad-
ows over each triangle of the surface [4]. Results have been improved by means of
the use of TMY extracted from the available measurements stations data [15]. The
calculations flow would be:

1. Solar radiation calculation for all the mesh, assuming clear sky conditions
2. TMY calculation for all the involved mesurement stations
3. Correction of the solar radiation values using the measured values to reach the

real sky conditions

Steps one and three are repeated for each time step and finallythe total solar radia-
tion value is obtained integrating all the instantaneous values.

3.1 Solar radiation equations for clear sky

The global solar irradiance comprises three different components: beam, diffuse and
reflected irradiances. The first one, partially attenuated by the atmosphere, is not
reflected or scattered and reaches the surface directly. Thesecond one is the scattered
irradiance that reaches the terrain surface and that goes inall directions and produces
no shadows of the inserted opaque objects. The third one is the irradiance which
is reflected from the surface onto an inclined receiver and depends on the ground
albedo. The relative importance of these three kind of irradiances depends upon the
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sky conditions. In sunny days, the diffuse radiation would be no more than the15% of
the global radiation, while on overcast days its importancewill be much greater. The
reflected or albedo irradiance is the one with the lowest contribution to the global.

3.1.1 Beam radiation

Taking into account [19], we will take the solar constantI0 as 1367(W/m2) outside
the atmosphere at the mean solar distance. Due to the earth’sorbit eccentricity, a
correction factorǫ is applied for calculation of the extraterrestrial irradianceG0.

G0 = I0ǫ (7)

whereǫ = 1 + 0.03344 cos(j′ − 0.048869), with j′ being the day angle; see equation
(4). The beam irradiance, normal to the solar beam,Gb0 (W/m2) is attenuated by the
cloudless atmosphere, and calculated as follows:

Gb0c = G0 exp{−0.8662TLKmδR(m)} (8)

The term0.8662TLK is the Linke atmospheric turbidity factor [dimensionless]cor-
rected by [20]. Subindexc shows that we are calculating clear sky irradiances. The
parameterm in (8) is the relative optical air mass calculated using the formula [21],

m =
p/p0

sin href
0 + 0.50572(href

0 + 6.07995)−1.6364
(9)

wherehref
0 is the solar altitude in degrees corrected by the atmospheric refraction

component∆href
0 , andp/p0 is a correction for a given elevationz.

Taking into account what written above, the beam irradianceon a horizontal surface
Gb(0) becomes,

Gbc(0) = Gb0c Lf sin h0 (10)

whereh0 is the solar altitude angle andLf , the lighting factor that corrects the beam ir-
radiance as the surface is sunlit or shadowed. Then the beam irradiance on an inclined
surfaceGb(β) is obtained as,

Gbc(β) = Gb0cLf sin δexp (11)

whereβ is the angle between the inclined surface and the horizontal, andδexp is the
solar incidence angle measured between the sun beam direction and its projection on
an inclined surface. Note that, for horizontal surfaces,δexp coincides withh0.

3.1.2 Diffuse radiation

The estimation of the diffuse component in sunlit or shadowed horizontal surfaces
Gdc(0)(W/m2) is carried out using the equation,

Gdc(0) = G0Tn(TLK)Fd(h0) (12)
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whereGdc(0) is a function of the diffuse transmissionTn which only depends on
the Linke turbidity factorTLK and on a functionFd depending on the solar altitude
h0 [22].
The transmission functionTn(TLK) will be,

Tn(TLK) = −0.015843 + 0.030543TLK + 0.0003797T 2
LK (13)

And, Fd(h0),

Fd(h0) = A1 + A2 sin h0 + A3 sin2 h0 (14)

where the values ofA1, A2 andA3 depend only on the turbidityTLK . On the other
hand, the procedure for obtaining the clear-sky diffuse irradiance on a inclined surface
with an inclination angleγN , Gd(γN)(W/m2) considers both sunlit and shadowed
surfaces (see section 2) following the equations proposed in [23]. For sunlit surfaces
(Lf = 1) the equations are,

If h0 ≥ 0.1 radians

Gdc(γN) = Gdc(0)

(

F (γN)(1 − Kb) + Kb

sin δexp

sin h0

)

(15)

If h0 < 0.1 radians

Gdc(γN) = Gdc(0) [F (γN)(1 − Kb) + (Kb sin γN cos ALN)/(0.1 − 0.008h0)] (16)

whereA∗
LN = A0 − AN

if −π ≤ A∗
LN ≤ π then ALN = A∗

LN

if A∗
LN > π then ALN = A∗

LN − 2π
if A∗

LN < −π then ALN = A∗
LN + 2π

For shadowed surfaces (Lf < 1).

Gdc(γN) = Gdc(0)F (γN) (17)

whereF (γN) is a function defined for the diffuse sky irradiance that may be computed
as,

F (γN) = ri(γN) + N
(

sin γN − γN cos γN − π sin2 γN

2

)

(18)

beingri(γN) a fraction of the sky dome viewed by an inclined surface,

ri(γN) = (1 + cos γN)/2 (19)

The value ofN for shadowed surfaces is0.25227 while, for sunlit surfaces under clear
sky, it is defined as,

N = 0.00263 − 0.712Kb − 0.6883K2
b (20)
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Kb is a proportion between beam irradiance and extraterrestrial solar irradiance on a
horizontal surface,

Kb = Gbc(0)/G0(0) (21)

where

G0(0) = G0 sin h0 (22)

3.1.3 Reflected radiation

The last component to take into account is the ground reflected irradiance under clear
sky (Gr(γN)). According to [24], this will be proportional to the global horizontal
irradianceGc(0), to the mean ground albedoρg and a fraction of the ground viewed
by an inclined surfacerg(γN).

Gr(γN) = ρgGc(0)rg(γN) (23)

where

rg(γN) = (1 − cos γN)/2 (24)

Gc(0) = Gbc(0) + Gdc(0) (25)

3.2 Solar radiation under real-sky

Once we have the clear sky radiation values, a correction to obtain the real sky values
is necessary. This correction is needed due to the presence of clouds. The values of
global radiation on a horizontal surface for real sky conditionsG(0) are calculated as
a correction of those of clear skyGc(0) with the clear sky indexkc which has been
studied for the island of Gran Canaria [25],

G(0) = Gc(0)kc (26)

As some measures of global radiationGs(0) (where subindexs meansstation) are
available at different measurement stations (see 3.3), thevalue of the clear sky index
at each of those points may be computed as,

kc = Gs(0)/Gc(0) (27)

At this point we havekc values only for the measurement stations. The next step
will be the interpolation of the index for the whole zone. A simple formula that has
also been used in other environmental problems defined on complex orography (see,
e.g., [26]) is applied,

kc = ε

∑N

n=1

kcn

d2
n

∑N

n=1

1

d2
n

+ (1 − ε)

∑N

n=1

kcn

|∆hn|
∑N

n=1

1

|∆hn|

(28)
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wherekc corresponds to the clear sky index at each point of the mesh,kcn is the clear
sky index obtained at the measurement stations,N is the number of stations used in
the interpolation,dn is the horizontal distance and|∆hn| is the difference in height
between stationn and the studied point, respectively, andε is a parameter between0
and1. In problems with regular orography or in two-dimensional analyses, we choose
high values ofε. However, for complex terrains, lower values ofε are a better choice.
Thus, since in practice the studied regions often present both regular and irregular
zones, an intermediate value ofε is more suitable. We have to include the case where
the studied point coincides with a measurement station. In such cases, equation (28)
is not continuous. The continuity is ensured if we assume themeasured value at those
points. To calculate the value ofGb(0) andGd(0) under real sky, a similar procedure
may be applied from experimental measures.

3.3 Typical meteorological year

To obtain the radiation values in real sky conditions we use the measured values in
several measurement stations (see 3.2). However, using thevalues of a single year
would take us to a non reliable result since the used data are fruit of the weather
conditions in that particular year. To avoid this problem weneed an accurate typical
meteorological year (TMY). A revision of different methodsto obtain it can be seen
in [27].

3.3.1 Time series analysis

As we can see in the literature, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models are
widely applied to time series [28]. A series can be adjusted by means of an additive
way,

Yt =
∑

i

[αicos(ω i t) + βisin(ω i t)] + ǫt (29)

whereω is a constant and the deterministic part of theYt variability is a trigonometric
series, and the random component,ǫ fits an ARMA model,

ǫt = φ1ǫt−1 + . . . + φpǫt−p + at + θ1at−1 + . . . + θqat−q (30)

The model orders arep andq, and its variability depends upon their inmediately pre-
vious values and a random series,at which satisfies the following:

E(at) = 0 V (at) = σ2
a Cov(at, at−k) = 0 ∀t, k

To soften irregularities, moving averages have been used. These ones have been ad-
justed by the least-squared method. Due to the cyclical character of our series, a
Fourier analysis has been chosen. So, Equation (29) becomes:

Yt = α0 +

r
∑

i=1

[

αicos

(

2π i t

T

)

+ βisin

(

2π i t

T

)]

+ ǫt t = 1 . . . n (31)
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beingT the cycle period. Using the moving average method allows to minimize the
time series noise transformingYt series in another one by means of the following
transformation,

MYt =

m
∑

j=−m

ωjYt+j (32)

ωj =
1

2m + 1
j = −m, . . . . . . , +m

beingω−m + . . . + ω0 + . . . + ωm the weights for the adjusted series mean. In this
example we have chosen a simple weighting function.

To soften the available time series, the Henderson moving average, hereM21, has
been used. Its amplitude is2m + 1 = 21, and the weight values are,

ωj =
νj

3059
j = −10,−9, . . . . . . , 10

3.3.2 Maximum, mean and median trends

TMY describes both, daily global solar irradiation and daily sunshine duration (see [15,
25]). At a considered location, the relevant climatic parameters evolution along the
lifetime of the installation can be represented generatingcharacteristic year series by
the one year duration temporal series provided by the TMY. Wecompute the daily
typical meteorological year of maximums, means, medians, variance and percentiles
of 90% and 75% series of values. In order to improve the knowledge of solar intensi-
ties, it was obtained one TMY for each of those series using weight means to smooth
the irregular data. Finally, the TMY series were fitted to third grade Fourier series,
obtaining excellent results in all the locations around theisland.

Once all the TMY series were analyzed, the real trend of the global irradiation
behaviour in every location is represented by the median TMYseries because means
are more susceptible to spurious data. Most of the days present a clear sky condition
in the island southern stations, so median TMY series are quite regular and similar,
following an annual tendency without many disturbing values. In Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria and Gáldar (northern stations), the irradiation suffers a descent during the
summer months. This effect is caused by the cloudiness generated by the Trade Winds
along the northern face of the island. Although Sta. Brı́gida is on the northern face of
the island, the cloudiness in the summer months doesn’t affect it because of its higher
altitude.

The proposed model to represent daily time series for radiation is:

Td − Zad

sd

− M = zad (33)

whered = 1, . . . , 365 anda = 1, . . . , A beingA the number of years with data.M is
the average of all the original valuesZad, sd the series variance, andzad is the residual
ARMA series computed using (30).
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For means, we have used the moving averageM21,

m̂d =
1

A

A
∑

a=1

M21Zad d = 1, 2, . . . , 365 (34)

In the other hand, the median series is,

M ′
d = median(Zad) a = 1, . . . , A d = 1, 2, . . . , 365 (35)

As always, the Henderson moving average was used,

Md = M21M
′
d d = 1, 2, . . . , 365 (36)

Figure 2: TMY trends

We can see the TMY trends for one of the available measurementstations in Figure
2.

4 Results

Complete radiation results have been obtained for Gran Canaria Island, part of the Ca-
nary Islands archipelago. Its coordinates are28.06◦ latitude and−15.25◦ longitude.
The UTM coordinates (metres) that define the corners of the considered rectangular
domain including the island are(417025, 3061825) and (466475, 3117475), respec-
tively.

Using the refinemet/derefinement parameters as in [4], a meshwith 5866 nodes and
11683 triangles was built to describe the orography and albedo of the island. To define
the albedo, the different types of land use in Gran Canaria Island have been studied.
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In this simulation, the albedo of the zone varies from0.05 (Macaronesic laurisilva) to
0.6 (Salt mine). Diffuse radiation calculation implies the need of knowing the Linke
turbidity factor. It can be obtained online from the SoDa Service [29] for each month.
Beam, diffuse and reflected radiations are comptued using the equations presented in
section 3, and taking into account the calculated shadow distribution on the mesh.
Then, for each day, the clear sky global radiation is computed with the desired time
step, as the sum of the three components. In the studied cases, we have chosen a 30
minutes step. We have used Simpson formula to integrate these data numerically in
order to obtain the daily radiations.

Once this is done, real sky values are computed using actual radiation data. Seven
measurement stations are available with complete data fromyears 1998 to 2008, for
Gran Canaria Island. Table 1 includes their locations. Radiation data have been pro-
vided by the Canary Islands Technological Institute (ITC).Since we have computed
the typical meteorological year for all the stations [15, 25], real sky radiation values
for Gran Canaria Island were obtained for every month.

Table 1: Geolocation of different stations on Gran Canaria Island. Beside latitude,
longitude and height (m) of each station place, the corresponding description of village
is provided.

Island label latitude longitude height
Pozo Izquierdo C0 27.8175 N 15.4244 W 47
Las Palmas de G. C. C1 28.1108 N 15.4169 W 17
La Aldea de San Nicolás C2 27.9901 N 15.7907 W 197
San Fernando de M. C4 27.7716 N 15.5841 W 265
Santa Brı́gida C5 28.0337 N 15.4991 W 525
Mogán (village) C6 27.8839 N 15.7216 W 300
Sardina de Gáldar C7 28.1681 N 15.6865 W 40

If we take a look at the obtained results, we can see that, under clear sky condi-
tions, beam, diffuse and reflected radiation values are about 82 − 87%, 13− 18% and
0 − 0.5% of the mean global radiation respectively. The monthly daily average real
sky global radiation, for the whole studied region (Gran Canaria Island), varies from
10.6 MJ/m2 per day in December, to25.6 MJ/m2 per day in June (see Figure 3). In
this Figure we can see the annual evolution of the computed monthly average per day
for both, clear sky and real sky global radiation.

Taking a look at the differences between both curves we obtain Figure 4, where
the percentage decrease from the computed radiation is presented. In this Figure we
observe the radiation behaviour for Gran Canaria Island, where the most clear days
over the whole island are those from Spring, especially during the months of May and
June. We can see the typical behaviour of the cloudiness produced by the Trade Winds
over the island during Summer. The months of July and August show a separation
from the trend that would be expected when we are talking about this season. That
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Figure 4: Percentage decrease in computed radiation

decrease in the radiation level over the whole island is caused by the above mentioned
cloudiness which affects in Summer to the northern part of the isle.

One month from each season is presented. Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the real sky
radiation maps for January, April, July and October. In Figure 7 the effect of the trade
winds in the northeastern part of the island can be observed.In this region, a flat zone,
the computed radiation is lower than expected due to the cloudiness caused by these
winds.
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Figure 5: Real sky radiation map for January

Figure 6: Real sky radiation map for April
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Figure 7: Real sky radiation map for July

Figure 8: Real sky radiation map for October
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5 Conclusions

An improved numerical model for estimating the solar radiation on a surface is pro-
posed. The requirements for a simulation are the location, topography, albedo and
observational data. Solar radiation on a surface is estimated taking into account the
shadow distribution in each time step. For this purpose, theadaptivity of the trian-
gulation related to the topography and albedo is essential.Adaptive meshes lead to a
minimum computational cost, since the number of triangles to be used is optimum [4].

In order to obtain accurate model results, realistic data are needed. The more mea-
surements stations available, the more accurate the results will be. Moreover, statis-
tical treatment of data is necessary to reach accurate conclusions about the possible
behaviour of the radiation distribution values for a given place and month. So, a typi-
cal meteorological year (TMY) has been computed [15, 25] to serve as departure point
to estimate the real sky radiation values. To calculate these, we propose an interpola-
tion method which is suitable when a considerable number of stations is available and
they are well distributed in the zone under study. Another procedures, such as spline
functions for interpolating the clear sky index on the surface (see e.g. [30]) can be
applied.

The developed numerical model allows to choose the most suitable zone in the is-
land, where a solar power station can be placed according to the real sky radiation
values. Solar thermal or photovoltaic power generation possibilities are easily esti-
mated starting from the results obtained using the model. Asseen in Figures 5 and
following, real sky radiation values are available for eachand every month from a
TMY. This means that solar power generation, photovoltaic or solar thermal, can be
estimated from those, taking into account the models of the different power station
parts. Moreover, rectangular collectors can be included inthe model as composed by
two triangles in the same plane. The steps to be followed withthese triangles are the
same developed for the rest of triangles of the mesh. Therefore, the problem would be
reduced to the analysis of the solar radiation on such triangles for a given inclination
angle of the southwards-oriented collectors.

The present analysis is done focusing on energy. To make a power analysis, once
a single point in the region is chosen, a new computation of the model is needed,
stopping in the step prior to the irradiance numerical integration. At this point we have
the hourly clear sky distribution of radiation for any day ina month. The irradiation
(energy) for each day, in real sky conditions, is now distributed along the sunshine
hours of the day, following the clear sky hourly distribution.
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